
 

 

　

 
 

 

Inquiries Civil Defence Division  TEL 072-724-6750  FAX 072-724-6376 Protect yourself and 
your family from natural 
disasters

Survival
Passport 
ChapterCityw

ide earthquake drill
Participate in this drill once a year!

In Minoh City, every year on the anniversary of the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake, the 
whole city runs an earthquake drill. Whether it's on a weekday and the family is out doing 
separate things, or on a holiday where everyone's at home together, by preparing for 
disasters on different days of the week, when a real disaster comes you can be prepared for 
any situation. 
In June last year, the Northern Osaka Earthquake occured on a Monday morning. In large 
disasters such as this, in order to save lives it is vital to quickly check on the safety of your 
neighbors, and quickly find those who need rescuing. Use strategies like the yellow cloth 
strategy, and participate in the drill no matter where you are or what situation you are in!

So that you know what to do in case of a real disaster, 
please be sure to participate in the citywide earth-
quake drill! 

Receive 
emergency information!

Introducing 
the Citizen Safety LINE account! 

In Minoh City, in addition to the "City’s Safety Alert Email" and 
"City’s Safety Alert Twitter", from January 17 we will start to also 
use the "Citizen Safety LINE account".
Using the free messsaging application "LINE@", Minoh City can 
send you emergency information as soon as it happens. For 
example, emergency information in a disaster, evacuation 
information, evacuation center information, information about 
suspicious people, information about lost people with dementia 
etc.. In preparation for a disaster or emergency, please register!

Scan the QR code to the right, or search the ID on 
the "add friends" page on the LINE application. Registration

On January 17, we will send information about the earthquake drill. Please register 
beforehand and participate in the drill!

Citywide earthquake drill

Jan. 17
Thursday

Starting at 10a.m! 
An announcement from the 
public address system speakers* 
will signal the start of the drill.

"This is a drill. There has just been an intensity level upper 6 
earthquake."

*The public address system broadcast is one method used to communicate information in the event of a disaster. You cannot hear it 
inside buildings. Also, you may be unable to hear it depending on the situation you are in (if there is strong wind or rain for instance.) 
Please start the drill at 10a.m. 

This year's drill is on a weekday! 
So that you can be prepared for anything, no 
matter where you are or which situation you 
are in, make sure you participate in the drill!

At each household

For those in a neighborhood association
 (including apartment buildings)

At each elementary school district’s evacuation center
The District Emergency Management Committees hold many drills and special events at each 
elementary school district's evacuation center! Anyone can participate, so come along! For more 
information about the District Emergency Management Committee drills and events, please 
contact the Civil Defence Division (☎724-6750).

Check the 
lefthand page

For 
example

For 
exampleTasting emergency rations

(Minoh Elementary School distict, Minami Elementary School district) 

Do quake experiments with the 
education tool "Bururu-kun"

Try real emergency rations 
from storage, such as 
seafood rice that can be 
cooked just by adding hot 
water! At Minami 
Elementary School, all 
participants will receive 
emergency storage bread 
and water. (Toyokawa Minami Elementary School district) 

Shake wooden model 
structures to check in real 
life the effect of 
earthquakes. You can learn 
about the power of 
earthquakes, and about 
earthquake-resistant 
buildings.

Also, at each public elementary school there will be a drill for parents and caregivers to pick up their children. 
For more information, please contact your school.

At each household
For those in a
neighborhood association

Citywide earthquake drill

Jan. 17

Check that you have enough 
water and food to last for 3 days Using the Yellow Cloth Strategy

Enough water and food to last for 3 days

Water

Food
Supply

9 liters × 
No. of people in household
Each person needs 3 liters 
of drinking water per day
(4 person household= 9 liters x 4 people)

ID：@minohcity

It's OK to use what you eat everyday!
Please prepare food that you can eat 
without cooking.
Retort food 
(Okayu, zosui, stew, etc.)
Canned, bottled food

Always keep your fridge and pantry full! 
Buy lots of groceries, eat the oldest produce first, 
and buy more as soon as you run out. Always keep 
a "new stockpile" in your house.

Imagine if there is a power and water outage, 
or you have to evacuate... Check that you have 
prepared your emergency bag
Radio Batteries
Flashlight Battery operated power bank
Wet tissue Emergency toilet
Anything else you may need (A little bit of 
water and light food, formula milk and diapers for 
babies, medicine, contact lenses or spare glasses, 
feminine hygiene products, etc.)
Regularly put these items in your 
emergency bag, and put it near 
your entrance!

A backpack that keeps 
both of your hands free 
is the best type! 

Check that you have water left over in your bath
When a disaster occurs, you can use bath water 
for your everyday water needs, such as flushing 
the toilet. Always keep the bath full of water. 

Confirm a meeting spot with your family 
in case you are apart when disaster strikes
We recommend that your meeting spot be
your 
HOUSE or

an 
EVACUATION CENTER

★

*If you have relatives living close by, you could meet at their house.

In Minoh City, we are implementing the Yellow Cloth 
Strategy in order to quickly confirm people's safety. 
After a big earthquake, if everyone in your household 
is safe, place a yellow cloth (A bright yellow cloth that 
can be easily seen) near your entrance. This way you 
are saying to your neighbors "No problem here!" 

Hang it in 
your 
mailbox!

Or on your 
gate!

If you carry out the Yellow
 Cloth Strategy...

The process speeds up!You don't have to ring every doorbell, you can tell the household is fine from just a glance!

A yellow
 cloth! 

Everyth
ing's fin

e here 

then. On to the
 next 

 house! 
A quick survey of the 
situation saves more 
lives! 

A quick survey of the 
situation saves more 
lives! 

Immediately after the 18 June Northern Osaka Earthquake, 

we put the Yellow Cloth Strategy to use!Intervie
w with 

a neigh
borhoo

d

associa
tion

Proud Minoh Neighborhood 
Association
Thanks to the Yellow Cloth Strategy, 

we were quickly able to check the sa
fety of 

over 70% of the neighborhood. 

We especially paid attention to ho
uses 

with elderly people or those with 

disabilities, if they didn't have a
 yellow 

cloth. 

Saito Garden Terrace 
Neighborhood Association
We were able to check everyone's saf

ety 

using not only the Yellow Cloth Strategy, 

but also by using smartphone applications. 

As the disaster hit when everyone what 

on their way to work, at first we used 

smartphone applications, then we moved 

onto the Yellow Cloth Stategy.

Gather the safety check results 
from neighborhood 
associations

Gather the results of the 
neighborhood's safety checks3 2 1

             Check on everyone's safety 
based on your neighborhood's 
responsibilities list

Put “a yellow cloth” 
outside the house

Confirm their safety by checking on 
the people in your list, and 
checking for yellow cloths.

Is everyone   
     safe?

A responsibilities list for in case of disaster

Do you have one?

At a nearby park or car park, 
somewhere that the neighborhood 
association has previously decided, 
those who conducted safety checks 
gather to report the results.

At a nearby park or car park, 
somewhere that the neighborhood 
association has previously decided, 
those who conducted safety checks 
gather to report the results.

How 
was it?

     There were 
a lot of people 
away from 
  home...

※At each evacuation center, members of the 
District Emergency Management Committee should 
collect the results of the safety checks done by the 
Neighborhood association. 

★ Your evacuation center is the elementary school in your school district. (The exceptions are Maple Hall instead of Kita Elementary School, and Dai Ni Junior 
High School instead of Kayano Kita Elementary School.)


